
Abstract

The Teleo-Reactive paradigm for computing and organiz-
ing actions for autonomous agents in dynamic environ-
ments is intended to enable the construction of semantic
circuitry for the continuous computation of parameters
and conditions on which agent action is based. However,
both crisp and fuzzy semantic circuitry suffers from com-
plexity growth. This paper describes a representation for
simplifying semantic circuits capable of realizing both
crisp and fuzzy Teleo-Reactive sequences. The new repre-
sentation supports any combination of primitive actions,
action sets, and non-primitive sub-circuit actions while
reducing the semantic circuitry complexity. The proposed
representation is constructed by identifying the repetition
of semantic components and abstracting them into a stan-
dardEISA model.

1. Introduction

The Teleo-Reactive (T-R) paradigm [Nilsson94,
Nilsson92] for agent control (whether robotic or software
agent) is influenced by the need for autonomous agents,
such as mobile robots, tooperate in dynamic and uncer-
tain environments. The T-R paradigm uses continuous sen-
sor processing and durative rather than discrete actions to
form a task-levelmiddleware. A T-R program consists of
an ordered production rule set and is compiled into and
executed from the equivalent semantic circuitry. Each rule
action may be aprimitive action, anaction set composed
of parallel actions, or anon-primitive T-R sub-sequence
(or tree) for hierarchical capability. An increase in T-R

program size (i.e. number of levels plus the complexity of
actions) results in a complexity increase to the semantic
circuitry. Despite the continuous nature of the sensor pro-
cessing and the continuity of durative actions, the T-R’s
crisp predicates constrain behavior equivalent to state tran-
sition, preventing possible smooth action transitioning and
preventing concurrent action execution occurring in differ-
ent rules.

A fuzzy T-R extension [Katz97] replaces crisp-valued
predicates and boolean functions with continuous-valued
predicates and logical functions based upon fuzzy sets and
relaxes the constraints regarding T-R sequence rules. State
transition-like behavior is now optional while supporting
the durative execution of several rule’s concurrent actions
and providing smooth transitions between rules. However,
the fuzzy extension also suffers from the same semantic
circuitry complexity growth as Nilsson’s crisp version.

The proposed representation presented here is con-
structed by identifying the repetition of semantic compo-
nents and abstracting them into a standard model.

2. Crisp Teleo-Reactive

An agent control program is a T-R sequence that
directs the agent toward a goal (henceteleo) while at the
same time responding (hencereactive) to the perceived
dynamic environmental changes in circumstances that the
agent encounters. Drawing on the notion of analog cir-
cuitry, T-R is intended to provide an agent task execution
environment having a more continuous nature than one
based on a state transition model.
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The T-R paradigm is conceived to be a kind of task-
level middleware for agent programming (whether robotic
or software agent). The assumedupperware would contain
the high level planning activities needed to determine what
the agent should do and to create the corresponding T-R
sequence(s). Likewise, the assumedlowerwarewould pro-
cess the T-R action commands in order to realize the
effects of these action commands (e.g. decodingmove and
rotate actions into motor voltages to turn the wheels).
Should an unanticipated situation arise for which the avail-
able T-R sequence(s) can not handle, the upper level plan-
ning activities would be invoked to generate a new T-R
sequence capable of negotiating the new situation.

A T-R sequence resembles a set of ordered production
rules in its simplest form (figure 1a). The conditions (Ki’s)
are boolean expressions containing predicates about sen-
sory inputs and other information from the world model
and are continuously computed with K1 considered the
goal condition. The actions,ai’s, themselves, can each be
either aprimitive action, a concurrentaction set, or they
can benon-primitive T-R sequences themselves providing
hierarchical capability. A simple T-R sequence can be
thought to becompiled into and executed from semantic
circuitry (figure 1b). In both figures, all conditions,Ki, are
continuously computed. As Nilsson describes [Nilsson94],

The conditionK1 is taken to be the goal condition,
and the corresponding action, a1, is the null action.
The condition K2 is the weakest condition such that
when it is satisfied (and K1 is not), the durative exe-
cution of a2 will (all other things being equal)
eventually achieve K1. And so on. Each non-null
action, ai, is supposed to achieve a condition, Kj,
strictly higher in the list (j<i).

From the diagram in figure 1b, the negation of the
condition K1 signal squelches any lower actions from
being energized. Thus, if K1 is true, no lower rule action
(higher index) can be active. If K1 is not true, then like-
wise, the highest condition, Kj, which is true will inhibit
all activations of the lower rules, Kj+1, ... , Kn. Thus, in a
semantic circuit, a condition, Kj, energizes its correspond-
ing action, aj, if it is true and there are no higher level con-
ditions (K1, ..., Kj-1) that are also true. Kj also energizes a
squelchsignal to all lower level rules preventing those
actions (aj+1, ..., an) from being energized. Thesquelch
signal is the semantic circuit’s mechanism for disabling
the lower rule action durative executions.

Suppose in Botworld, a two-dimensional simulated
world [Nilsson94], bots can move, rotate clockwise, grab
bars, and move bars to various locations. Figure 2 is an
example of a bar grabbing T-R sequence where a bot is to
move to the pointbar center in order grab bar A. The bot
can sense its environment and can evaluate conditions

which tell it whether or not it is already grabbing bar A (is-
grabbing), facing toward bar A (facing-bar), positioned
with respect to bar A so that it can reach and grab the bar
(at-bar-center), on the perpendicular bisector of bar A
(on-bar-midline), and facing a zone on the perpendicular
bisector of bar A from which it would be appropriate to
move toward bar A (facing-midline-zone). The bot is capa-
ble of executing primitive actionsgrab-bar, move, and
rotate (clockwise).

Execution of the T-R sequence will result in the bot
moving to and grabbing bar A if it is not already holding
it. Initially only the last (or default) rule is true (figure 3a)
and causes its primitive action,rotate, to start the bot exe-
cuting a clockwise rotation about its axis and continues
until the bot isexactly facing the midline-zone. Recogni-
tion of this zone causes the predicatefacing-midline-zone
to become true. The new rule’s corresponding action,
move, is now energized and duratively executed while the
rotate action ceases. The bot continues forward until it
precisely reaches the midline-zone causing the condition
on-bar-midline to become true. The currentmove action is
disabled and the correspondingrotate action begins. Pro-
cessing continues in this way for the other rules until
finally the bot is holding the bar.

2.1 Fuzzy-Teleo-Reactive

Binary predicates can sometimes be a constraint when
dealing with real world sensor readings and perceived con-
ditions which may not exhibit crisp outputs. Substituting
boolean logic and its binary predicates with fuzzy logic
and its continuously-valued counterparts provides a more
consistent foundation triplet. Since fuzzy logic is a gener-
alization of boolean logic, all desirable aspects of crisp T-
R are preserved. A fuzzy T-R extension [Katz97] can be
constructed by using continuous-valued predicates,
flouncing actions, and action blending.

2.1.1 Continuous-valued Predicates

Suppose predicates now have a range over the contin-
uous interval [0,1], they can also be partially true by
exhibiting a degree of truth (degree of fulfillment). For
example, this could allow a position predicate (e.g.at-bar-
midline) to also indicate the degree of nearness if its
strength is positive but less than 1 (.i.e.µ(at-bar-midline)
is a shorthand notation for the degree of truth of the fuzzy
predicate,µ(position is at-bar-midline).

Referring to figure 2b, let the negation (~) and con-
junction (̂ ) functions in the semantic circuit be replaced
by the corresponding Zadehan negation and T-norm. This
time in the bar grabbing example, the predicate values are
assigned the truth values of the fuzzy set membership
functions. In applying these extensions to our example, the



bot’s forward sensor may have some sensitivity distribu-
tion which could function as a kind of peripheral vision.
When the T-R sequence (figure 2a) begins again as
depicted (figure 3b), the bot is initially rotating clockwise
on its axis. This time as the bot begins to face the midline
zone, the forward sensor begins topartially sense it. When
this happens, thefacing-midline-zone predicate now has a
strength value 0 <µ(facing-midline-zone) < 1, which rep-
resents the degree to which the forward sensor registers
the midline-zone directly in front of the bot.

2.1.2 Functional Actions

Let actions have thepotential for executing in a man-
ner related to the corresponding condition’s strengthµ(K i)
(i.e. ai(µ(K i)). For example, if ai is amove action, then it
might become a straight-line move at a speed linearly pro-
portion toµ(K i) (e.g. linear velocity =µ(K i) x maximum
linear velocity). Binary predicates via fuzzy set singletons
emulation are used where needed as in the case of theis-
grabbing binary predicate (since partially holding a bar
has little meaning).

2.1.3 Action Blending

An sample execution snapshot of the example has
µ(facing-midline-zone) = 0.25 and all other higher condi-
tions are false (i.e.µ(K i) = 0, 1< i < 6). With continuously-
valued predicates and their corresponding “partially” ener-
gized actions, the bottom rule will only be partially
inhibited (i.e.µ(~facing-midline-zone) = 1-µ(facing-mid-
line-zone) = 0.75). Several (or potentially all) rules can be
active, each to a different degree. Severalmove and several
rotate actions can each be energized concurrently and
resolved by applying separate defuzzification algorithms.
One defuzzifier returns a crisp move velocity, and another
a crisp rotate velocity. Multiple actions of the same nature
(e.g. severalmove actions) can beblended [Saffiotti93] via
defuzzification. (See [Katz97] for a more detailed descrip-
tion of fuzzy T-R.)

3. EISA Model

Figure 2b illustrates that as the size and complexity of
the semantic circuitry grows, so does the number of signal
lines regardless of whether crisp or fuzzy T-R. To reduce
complexity (e.g. signal line growth), first we must identify
the components of a typical semantic circuit.

Every action in the semantic circuit has a control con-
junction which determines when the action may be applied
(and to what degree in the fuzzy case). Each succeeding
circuit layer from the top adds an additional signal line
augmenting those from above until the bottom layer (rep-
resenting the last rule in the T-R sequence) contains an-

way conjunction for the last (default) rule. This propaga-
tion of parallel signals to lower layers can simplified.

The negated condition signal (~Ki) transmitted to the
lower layer(s) is asquelch signal (i.e. suppress any actions
in the lower layers representing the lower rules, if Ki is
true). This particular signal at the next lower layer is an
enable signal and in conjunction with all the parallel
enable signals from the upper layers together with layer’s
condition, Ki+1, control the actionai+1’s durative execu-
tion. This process is repeated for each succeeding lower
layer. The nth layer has ann-ary conjunction which can be
recursively split into an (n-1)-ary conjunction enable sig-
nals from the upper layers and a binary conjunction and
recombined at each level to form an EISA block (figure
4b) with two inputs (Enable, Input)and two outputs
(Squelch, Activate). This serialization maintains the same
functional semantics while keeping linear complexity
growth.

TheEISAmodel can be readily used with non-primitive
action T-R sub-sequences. A guarded move (figure 5b)
replaces the primitive move for the purpose of moving
around unexpected obstacles partially blocking the
intended path (figure 6). Each guarded move’s activation
(degree of activation for the fuzzy case) is controlled by
the rule’s strength (degree of fulfillment) and rotates the
bot as it moves forward avoiding an obstacle.
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